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Abstract

ln th,s Paper, we propose a pseudo-cepstral representation of !me spectrum pair(LSP)frequencies and evaluate 
speech lecogn^tioii performance with cepstral lift using the pseudo-cepstrum. The pseudo-cepstrum corresponding to 
L沪 frequencies is derived by approxmating the relationship between LPC cepstrum and LSP frequencies. Three 
cepstral Hftering proced니【es are applied to the pseudo-cepstrum to improve 나]。performance of speech recognition, 
They are th으 root-power-suins lifter, the general exponential lifter, and the bandpass lifter. Then, the littered 
psedudo-cepstra are warped into a mel-frequency scale to obtain feature vectors for speech recognition. Among the 
比h汜 lifters, 나冶 general exponential lifter results in 나忙 best performance on speech recognition. When we use the 
proposed pseudo-cepstra feature vectors for recognizing noisy speech, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) improvement 
of about 5 〜lOdB over LSP is obtained.

요 약

논 눈무에서는 line spectrum pair (LSP)의 의사 켑三一럼 표현을 제안하卫 이 으J사 켑스트럼에 켑스트럼 lifter를 적용 

하여 얻은 특징 벡타를 이용하는 음성 인식 시스템의 성능을 평가한다. 의사 켑스트럼 표현은 LSP와 LPC 켑스트럼 사이의 

관계로부터 근사적으로 유도된다• 이때 음성 인식 시스템의 성능을 더욱 향상 시키기 위하여 root-power-sums lifter, gen- 
eral exponential lifter (GEL), •그리고 bandpass lifter 등과 같은 켑스트럼 lifter가 의사 켑스트럼에 적용된다, 또한 meI 주 
파수로의 변환도 행해진다. 인식 결험 결고], GEL로 hftRrmg된 mel 주파수 의사 켑스트럼이 가상 좋은 성능을 나타내며, 

LSP에 비해 5—lOdB정도의 신호대잡음비의 개선을 얻을 수 있匚"

I • Introduction

A line spectrum pair (LSP) represent서Hon of 
speech signal has been introduced by Itakura [ 1] 
as an alternation of linear predictive coding 

(LPC / and widely 니sed in the speecii processing 
areas including speech coding, synthesis, and 
recognition [2]. The LSP representation has better 
quantization property 나lan other LPC represe
ntations, such as the log area ratio (LAR) and 
the partial correlation (PARCOR) coefficients. 
Since LSP frequencies are frequency domain 
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l he error on an LSP parameter gives 
rise to ttie spectrtil distortion in the neighborhood 
「计.■:-i -irKjcific ire(iuency corresponding to the LSP 
paraineij/r It has been reported experimentally 

1 " that I hr： number of bits for LSP quantization 
be reduced H)70、&)% of those for PARCOR 

iichievc the same spectral distortion. More- 
ijvcr'. the LSP paramenters have well behaved 
dynamic range and good interpolation character 
risiics. The stability of an LSP synthesis filter is 
also preserved after q니anlizing LSP parameters 
aiid can be checked simply.

In sj)eech recognition based on LSP frequencies, 
P시iw거 1 ! 5 ] studied several LSP distance measures 
ior speaker-dependent steady-state vowel recog
nition and found that the weighted LSP distance 
measure shows the best performance among vari
ous measures based on the LSP frequencies and 
slightly tetter than other linear prediction distance 
measures. In the HMM-based isolated word 
recognition, the performance of the LSP rep
resentation is comparable to that of the cepstral 
representation [6]. Gurgen 서 al. [_7] reported 
similar results that the LSP representation is 
superior to the cepstral representation for 
speaker-independent DTW-based isolated word 
recognition. From these results and the fact that 
a cepstral liftering procedure results in more 
improved recognition accuracy [8]-[9], we predict 
that the performance of an LSP-based recognition 
system can be more improved if a proced니re like 
liftering on the cepstral representation is applied 
to LSP frequencies. In order to apply the weighting 
procedure to LSP frequencies, we first derive a 
relationship between cepstral coefficients and 
LSP frequencies. We define a pseudo-cepstral 
representation by approximating this relationship, 
and then a liftering procedure is applied to the 
pseudo-cepstral coefficients. In this paper, we 
consider three kinds of lifters : the root-power-sums 
lifter (RPS), the 융eneral exponential lifter (GEL), 
and the bandpass lifter (BPL).

Following this introduction, we review the LSP 
analysis method m Section 2. In Section 3, we 
derive the pseudo-cepstral representation and 
explain the cepstral liftering procedures applied 
in this work. Also, mel-scaled warping of pseudo 
cepstrum is described. The performance results 
on recogntion experiments for the task of 
recognizing 10 confusable syllables are shown in 
Section 4. The recogntion results obtained by 
using the pseudo-cepstrum with/without liftering 
procedures are compared with those by using 
LSP frequencies. The effects of mel-scaling of 
the pseudo-cepstrum and LSP on recognition 
performance are also obtained.

II. LSP Representation

A short-time frame of speech signal is modeled 
次 by a 力th order all-pole filter H\(z)=----厂二一 in

1 A^z)
LPC analysis, where v.p is a filter gain corresponding 
to the root mean value of error residuals. The 力th 
order linear prediction filter (or inverse filter) 

is described as

Ap{z) = ] + H— + apz~p

where W,…，四} are the linear predictive coefficients 
of order p. Instead of a direct form implementation 
of the inverse filter, it is possible to implement 
the filter in lattice form using the 力th reflection 
coefficient, kp, and the (/)-l)th analyis filter 
as follows.

(2) 

zBpkz) ^kpAp-xiz) + , (3)

with

A{)(z) =z&(z) = 1, (4)

where 功Jz) is a 力th order backward linear 
prediction filter Mich estimates the current sample 
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based on future samples, and has the relation아up, 
B,\z> —n-0+卩厂]\

To obtain a；i LSP representation of order !). the 
lattic filter of order (刀+1) can be exended from 
the pth order filter by setting the (力+1)比 

reflection coefficient kp+} to the two extreme 
values of ±1, This means that the vocal tract at 
the sound source of the lossless tube model is 
completely closed or completely open and the 
power in the vocal tract is zero. Thus a symmetric 
polynomial 0+i(z) and an anti-symmetric poly
nomial Qp + 1(z) are obtatined as follows.

0>+i(z) = Wz) +%(£), (5)

Cp+1(2)=击(2)—%(z). (6)

Real zeros of the polynomials and
(z) are 2 = —1 and z = +l, respectively, and all 
the other zeros are complex. These complex zeros 
detemine the LSP frequencies of order p. Pp+1(z) 
and 0>+i(z) have the following important proper
ties :

(1) All zeros of /^+1(2)and (為“(n) lie on the 

unit circle.
(2) Zeros of and Qp+i(z) are interlaced 

with each other.
(3) Minimum phase property of is easily 

preserved after quantization of the zeros of /%+〔 

(2)and Qp+](z).
Since the zeros of Pp^^z) and 0)+i(z) are on 

the unit circle, they can be expressed as {eJOi: (i 
= 1, 3, … , 을 -1) or {eJ(>i} (i = 2, 4, …, 쁠 ) for 

both Pp+l(z) and (為+i(z) when p is odd and 
even, respectively, and these 化力} are called the 
LSP frequencies of order p.

To calculate Wj from {缶}, Ah{z) is first 
converted to Pp+心)and Q+i(z), and then a 
search procedure is required in the frequency axis 
after applying the fast Fourier transform (FFT) 
or discrete cosine transform (DCT) to Pp+l(2) 
and Qp+i{z). Another method is to project the 

polynomials of (5)and (6) on the real axis with x 
z + e t

: 貝冶 0 - 9 - , 려Eid then the roots of the

piujectcd polynomials.注‘c approxiniately found 
and converted into the LSP frequencies with 3 = 
COS ■ 1 X.

The synthesis filter HAz) can also be obtained 
from the polynomials of and as
follows :

n y-pT-l I J ) 7.T77'---- = ------ ----------------- --- ------------
" Ap(z) 1 + + -1) + (Q+⑵—1)；/2

(7)

By using the LSP frequencies, we can construct 
a synthesis filter without LPC coefficients.

IQ. Pseudo-cep응tral Representation

3.1 Pseudo-cepstral Conversion from LSP

Frequen 이 es
Hie polynomi기s Pp.¥ {(z) and Qp+}(z) of (5) and 

(6) can be rewritten m terms of LSP frequencies 
*시 as f이lows Lil]. When p is even,

户宀(z) = (1-zf) n (1-2 cos 0,- +2'2), (8)
1 2,

p
(山 &) — (1 + 厂】)fl <1'2 cos Bj z~} + z~~2). (9)

I - 1, i>dti

When p is odd,

n+l(z) = (l-Z 2) Y\ (1-2COS 0[z~1 + z~2)t (10)
I = 2. t'ren

P
Qp+1(2)= n ( 1 - 2 COS Gt 2，+D, (11)

1 1.

By multiplying Pp+](z) and Qp+1(z)t we obtain 
the following equation for any 刀 그 L

p
= (1-Z「2) [] (1一。双 zT) (1—。双 zT), (12) 
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where 人"」e) 丁广亠* 一 L(z ; )/.lz)(<h Taking 
t he ingzuUhmoTi both sides of (12) gives

■Jin .1.(^! -F Ini 1 -…/匕…「a)) = E( 1 一£，)

Ai
+ \1 …"“，E i) +IE1—&叫 DL (13) 

/ I

Since the right hand side of (13) has zeros on the 
unit t'ircle, the zeros should be shifted radially by 
a factor of >(0i，' a -1) [12」. In other words, a dif 
ferent contour for the computation of inverse 
z-transform must be used. Therefore both sides of
(13) becomes

21n 7 力 + E( 1 — K；十](a 】z})

-In z +\Jn( 1 -妃叫 疽)+ !n(l - 必”，？「')].

(14)

An ci by using the power series expansion

In (1 一財 i)= __ 厂 ”一 £ ",⑵〉"刃， (15)
m n

the inverse z-transform of right side of (15) has the 
form

，疽 /(_))" p 7 in
一 £ 乙 ” 一，- 厂”一£ £으川叫厂气 

占 n W (16)

and that of left side of (15) by using la .4^(^)= 
z~f, becomes

-2 E Sz " + ?£ Rnz-\ (17)
>；i n i

where 泌 Rit is defined as the inverse z-transform 
of

；In 1 z)). (18)

From (16) and (17), the inverse z-transform of
(14) is given as

g一( 1 + ( — 1 )&) + £ cos Ojn, 死 느 L (19)
2n n 厂 1

Therefore the cepstral coefficients {cn\ can be 
rewritten as a function of {0J and RIt as follows.

1 i p
G = (1 + ( — 1)") T---- S cos 仇丸 + R” 乃 2 1. (20)In n —i

Now we will express R,, completely in terms of 
a and 0?" The phase of 凡汗代次")，屮巾+JfJ) is a 
function of "#") and becomes

屮力+i(0)=(Z>+1)0 + 2 argL&(#")[ (21)

=(力 + 1)。+ 2 £ cn sin 8^. (22)n = I

The second term of(22) results from

In Ap(ejQ} =ln \Ap(ejQ) I + j are (23)

and

£ egos仞+顶切勺血(24)
h = l n = I n = I

Snce (23) and (24) are equal cepstral coefficients 
{c„} are real, arg [/?(*")]=£ ；__[ cn sin On.

If we consider the shifting factor a in Rp+[(eJ°) 
can be given

次)=L 厂场+问)， (25)

where

尊+1(。)=(力+ 1)0 + 2 f awc„sm On. (26) 
n = 1

Next we e^>and In ejtl)) by power
seres expansion. That is,

% 1
In (1_用+](厂[必))=_£ — 7常+1(「’次)•

l 代 y
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By substituting (25) into(27), we obtatin

…v 1 - > " -，( * "上，

k…i k

，I
-L丄片"竟，心"3"心Jq浏為L (28)

The inverse Fourier transform is applied to (28) 
and we obtain RI： as

/ 72k(/>+ l.i'-w
R£ - ------- '、cosL(2k(/>+ 1) + nW

" Ui 4 미c I

—('i y-1 sin Gl]d0. (29)

For the speech signal whose spectrum has sharp 
peaks as nasals and vowels, the frequencies of 
poles are more important than the radii of them 
in speech recognition. So we can assume that the 
effect of R, is negligible m the vowel and nasal 
sounds smee K： provides the magnitude infor
mation 거bout the inverse filter 一七(言). The first 
term of (20) is a constant. If the distance measure 
for 金、,」does not use the cross corr시ation of each 
coefficient, we can ignore the constant. As a 
result, we only consider the mid-term of (2()) 
which is defined as the pseudo-cepstrum (PC) of 
LSP frequencies. That is, the pseudu-cepstral 
coefficients ■! cH \ become

，、 1 »
ct!=一 切 cos nd,. (30)

n 二1

{ctt ；■ give the root-power-sums [13] of the filter 
3, (z) = l/II； _[(]一#H 一"，z 】)divided

by the ciuefrency n. where “사 are the LSP fre
quencies.

Fig. 1(b) and (c) 바qw cepstrally smoothed log 
arithmic spectra obtained from 나1。LPC-cepstral 
coefficients and the psendscepstral coefficients, 
respectively for a vowel speech segment of Fig. 
1(a). As shown in the figures, PC shows a similar 
spectral representation to the LPC-cepstrum with 
slightly enhanced spectral peaks.
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Fig !. Smootheci log spectra : (a) speech secernent, (b) 
cepstrum computed from LPC cepstral coe
fficients. and (c) pseudo-cepstrum.

3.2 Littered Pseudo-cepstral Representation
Cepstral lifters have been applied to cepstral 

coefficients in order to improve the performance 
of speech recognition systems based on cepstral 
representation 18] [ 9]. In general, the effect of 
httering procecknes is to normalize variances of 
cepstral coefficients which are inversely pro
portional to the square of quefrency, the index of 
cepstral coefficients llOj. Littered cepstral coe
fficients can be written in a general form as 
follows.
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/('. >> - i. (31'

. 二」ml W疽 :」3 나ic cepstral coefficients 
« micr apjjlymg a ccpstral biter. re

ix'clw The ccpstral lifters are classified as a 
iiflt'rcrn name acGorciing to In siimmary.

投

(G7：7J

1 + h sin 피' ("). (32)
I.

Especially s 一-o.t； is u死d in CH'LL : 9 and h =- 6
and /. ~ 12 in BP1,、10

] Il 나us woi'k、* ccpstral lifters of (32) to 
the pseudo cepstrum and denote each liftered 
pseudo cepstral coefficients as follows

I1
C,-二 E COS 刃仇， 

I i
p

.…n ,iJ L cos 
:t \

r,,z,, (1 -F6 sin ) ^2 cos l<n<12. (33)

Fig. 2 shows 나】c spectra after applying the lifters 
to the pseudo cepstrum. Comparison of the figure 
with that of Fig. 1(c) reveals that the lifters 
enhance spectral peaks in the cepstrally smoothed 
logarithmic spectra, and RPS makes a larger 
enhancement than other lifters.

In any cepstral representation, the distance be
tween ! \ and i is defined as

/)
/Xk, /)=切("w j>, (34)

i i

where M、月 and ；H : are the cepstral representations 
for the kth and the 4th analysis frame of speech, 
respectively. In the next section we examine the 
performance of cepstral representations including 
LSP frequencies, pseudo-cepstrum, and four types 
of liftered pseudo cepstra for speech recognition.
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Fig 2. Pseudo-cepstrally smoothed log spectra obtained 
by applying (a) root-power-sums lifter, (b) 
geneal exponential lifter, and (c) bandpass lifter 
to the pseudo-cepstrum of Fig. 1.

3.3 Mel-frequency Pseudo-Cepstr나m
By warping linear-scaled frequency into mel- 

scaled or Bark-acaled frequency, the first an and 
effective second formants of speech spectrum 
can be well represented by a rather order LPC 
analysis [14]. A bilinear transform introduced by 
Oppenheim and Johnson [15] is a method to 
implement the warping by expanding the low fre
quency axis and compressing the high-frequency 
axis [16], An all-pass filter, H(z), for the frequency 
warping is given
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2-1 ；«(1. (35)
1 - az 1 

where a is h paiarnetci ul nequcncy wai pmg. 
Therefore a warped frequency. H becomes

- , , a sin 0 /〔
0 ~ 0-^2 tan 1 ........1 -a cos 0

For a sampling frequency of 10kHz, H results m 
a very good approimation to the Bark-scale or 
mel-scale if a ^-0.47 ! 14 k Since the LSP fre
quencies are the values on the frequency axis, a 
bilinear transformed LSP frequency can be easily 
obtained by (36). Also, the bilinear transformed 
pseudo-cepstral coefficients can be given by

, 1 D -
= -…nOt, (37)

n f 1

where 0 is a m이-scaied LSP frequency. We call 
'c,ltet t>\ the mel-scaled pseudo-cepstral coefficients 
(MPCC).

IV. Recognition Experiments and Discussions

4.1 Speech Data and Recognition System

The speech data for isolated speech recognition 
consists of 10 confusable words, spoken by 10 
male and 10 female speakers. The words are the 
nasal consonants /m, n/ followed by one of the 
vowels /a, A, o, u, i/. Each speaker uttered each 
word 10 times in a noise-free condition, which 
yields a total of 100 utterances for eack speaker. 
Each utterance was low-pass-filtered up to 4.7kHz, 
나len sampled at 10kHz with 12 bit quantizer. 
End-point detection was done manually to in시니de 
the whole nasal sounds.

Fig. 3 shows a block diagiam of the feature 
extraction procedures used in this work. The 
speech signal is preemphasized with a factor of 0.98 
and the Hamming-window with a length of 30ms 
at a frame rate of 100Hz is applied to the speech 
signal. And then the LPC analysis of order 8 to 
14 with a step of 2 is applied to the speech signal.

The seq나Alices of LSP frequencies are obt거inRd 
from LP coefficients by using method in ' 191 

j n(-■ i uii ； cat i. av； ted "'火)：. Amg

then lifters are applied to the pseudo-cepstrum. 
The warping procedure is applied t.o the LSP 
before finding the pseudo-cepstrum. Also lifters 
are applied to the mel-frequency pseudo-cepstral 
coefficients (MPCC).

Speech

LSP Pseudo-cep RPS GEL BPL

Fig 3. A block diagram of feature extraction 
procedures for speech recognition,

A DTW-based recognition system with the 
symmetric Sakoe-Chiba path constraints L17j is 
implemented in speaker-dependent mode. Two 
utterances of each word from every speaker are 
used as reference patterns and the other 80 
utterances from each speaker as test patterns. 
The recognition accuracies obtained in this paper 
are averaged over 20 speakers. To simulate noisy
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； "I i mean white Gaussian noise is
* ■■ ■ I he' test utterances except reference

The amount of additive noise is controlled
；"n ><\g；ncnta! signal Io noise rcitiotSNR ).

4.2 Recognition Resets and Discussions
i^ccognitioii us nig the pseudo ccpstruin and the 

1.8P i'requcnicics are comparted in Fig. 1. The 
'ec'i.vjnt ioi! T't'si.ilrs arr- obtained t)y varyirig the 
：i；ialvsis order froni 8 to as well as SNR's. The 
rx'cognition system employing the pseudo-cepstrum 
:;iiows better recognition performance than that 
usjiix the LSP frequencies when SNR is above 

3()dB. However, the results 지e reversed when 
SNR is below 20 dB. These results are common 
tor all the analysis orders. This is because the 
spectrum does not show spectral peaks markedly 
when SNR is low. The effect of R” in (20) increases 
and the pseudo<epstri_im fails to represent the 
spectrum effectively for speech recognition. This 
problem can be overcome by applying cepstral 
lifters to the pseudo-cepstrum since cepstral 
lifters enhance the spectral peaks and make the 
spectra be more robust in noise.

In Fig. 5, we show the average recognition 
accuracies for the LSP frequencies and liftered
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Fig 4. Average recognition of the recognition systems 
with pseudo-cepstrum and LSP vers니s SNR for 
20 speakers. Orders of 】nalysis are (a) 14, (b) 12, 
(c) 10, and (cl) 8.

Fig 5. Average recognition results using LSP 
frequencies, the liftered pseudo<enstra with 
analysis orders of (a) 14, (b) 12, (c) 10, and (d) 8 
for 20 speakers.
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pseudo cepstrum tor chftercnt analysis orders 
from 11 to 이 with 저 step of 2 for ?0 speakers. 
L*  JEL BPL. arc 牛一濯 ，「"* 「： U”
liftered pseudo-cepstra. The liftered pseudo ccpstral 
representations provide higher recognition resulib 
than the LSP frequencies and the pseudo-cepstrum 
for all the analysis orders and SNR's. Especially, 
GEL shows the superior performance to other 
lifters when the analysis orders are 14, 12, and 10, 
and the similar performance at the analgsis order 
of 8. The SNR improvement of about 5 dB can be 
obtained by applying the liftering procedures to 
the pseudo-cepstrum. For comparison, we summa
rize the results in Table 1.

analysis order of 14
Table 1. Comp거rison of recognition results at the

SNR ! LSP PCC '
— •—卜

RPS+PCC GEL + PCC ! BPL + PCC

Clean ■ 84.SS S7.t>9 StHIO : S7.75
----- -i—---- --- (- .. —-— .......—n

MB :SI.6!) 82.31 ； K4.8H S7.0K S5.13

-6S.88 荷.（川： 73.91 77.3S : 73.69

1("B :37.38
i

35.00 ' 54.94 54.7." 】强3

Next we extract the mel-frequency pseudo- 
cepstral coefficients (MPCC) by letting the warping 
paramenter a be 0.47. In Fig. 6, we compare the 
performances of PCC and MPCC. MPCC provides 
the higher recognition accuracy than PCC except 
SNR = WdB since the noise signal enhances the 
high frequency of speech spectrum. Thus no 
warping or a slight warping is desirable in this 
case. Figs. 7 and 8 show performance res니Its of 
M이-LSP and liftered MPCC's at 나此 warping 
parameter of ().47 and 0.2, respectively. Liftered 
MPCC's always yield higher perionnance than 
Mel-LSP. The warping procedure at a = 0.2 is 
more effective than that at a =0.47 except BPL 
since a strong warping procedure decreases the 
higher-order PCC in that BPL gives more 
weight on the lower^order PCC r인ativ이y. The 
results are summarized in Table 2. As a conculding

I'emarL,. the MPCC liftered by GEL vields 나】e 
test performarjce amoiig other representations 

-iiRhi war!)m.Q foi PCC shows better 
per iorrDcince.
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Fig 7. Average recognition results using mel-scaled 
I ,SP frequencies at a 0.47 and the liftered 
MK'C witFi I" analysis order of (a) 14, (b) 12, 
(c) 1(), and (d) 8 for 20 speakers.
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Fig 8. Average in.•(県n〔Licn results using mel scaled 
LSP frequencies at a ■= 0.2 and the liftered 
MPCC with the analysis order of (a) 11, (b) 12. 
(c) 1(). and (d) 8 for 20 speakers.

Table 2. Comparison of recognition results at the 
analysis order of 14 with the warping para- 
menter of 0.2

SNR Mel-LSP MPCC RPS + MPCC GEL+MPCC BPL+MPCC

Clean 84.63 87.13 88.44 89.63 89.50

30dB 81.44 84.88 86.75 88.69 87.31

2dB 67.06 72.13 72.88 80.69 76.94

lOdB 26.69 32.69 48.31 53.50 50.06

V. Conclusions

To improve the performance of speech recog
nition system based on LSP frequencies, a 
pseudo-cepstral representation is proposed. The 
pseudo-cepstrum is derived by approximating the 
relationship between the LPC-cepstrum and the 
LSP frequencies. A recognition experiment for 10 
nasal-vowel sounds shows that the speaker
dependent recognition system using the pseudo- 
cepstrum gives higher recognition performance 
나lan that of the LSP frequencies when SNR is 
above 30dB. Cepstral lifters in이uding RPS, GEL, 
and BPL are applied to the pseudo-cepstrum to 
improve the performance of the pseudo-cepstrum. 
All the lifters provide better recognition results 
for all analysis orders of 8 to 14 and SNR's, and 
also give SNR improvement of about 5dB over 
the LSP frequencies and the pseudo-cepstrum. 
Also mel-frequency warping is applied to the 
pseudo-cepstrum and the lifters are applied to the 
mel-frequency pseudo-cepstrum. The recognition 
system employing the mel-frequency pseudo- 
cepstrum liftered by GEL shows the best recog
nition accuracy.

Mel-LSP
-O - - - — RPS+MPCC
■□- - - - GEL+MPCC
x------  BPL+MPCC
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